
The Secret To Transaction Success
     (that your payment processor isn’t telling you)

Shh… It’s a secret! And it’s a good one too. This has been kept quiet among 
payment processors for years – until now. What is this secret you ask? 
Intelligent payment routing. 

So… What Is It?
Never heard of it? Color us shocked. Your payment gateway is probably connected to 
just one bank. Intelligent payment routing is essentially a connection to banks all over the 
world. This is created to ensure that transactions go to the bank that is most likely to 
approve a transaction – as well as support “failover transactions” so that if one bank 
declines a transaction another might approve it. In doing so, global merchants can 
accept shoppers from anywhere and increase their percentage of approved transactions.

How Does It Work?
Once a shopper enters their payment information and hits submit, the transaction is 
routed to the best acquiring bank for the transaction. If the bank rejects the transaction, it is 
automatically rerouted to another acquirer in mere seconds. Once the acquiring bank 
accepts, the shopper is notified that their payment has gone through. This is where your 
payment gateway comes in – they should have the capabilities to automatically detect the 
country that the shopper’s card is from, and route their transaction to an acquiring bank 
that covers that country. 

How Can It Help Me? 
All businesses are looking to increase their sales conversions and often struggle for the 
best ways to do so. Intelligent payment routing allows you to increase your transaction
success rates by up to 10% (now that’s a lot of cash). Think about it – if your sales are $50k 
a day and you’re losing 10%, that’s 1.8 million dollars lost in a year! Using intelligent payment
routing is an easy way to increase sales without actually having to sell more! 

What Else Can I Do? 
Don’t frustrate global shoppers by not offering a localized checkout experience. Displaying 
your checkout page in the shopper’s local language, currency and payment type will
maximize your payment success rate and avoid high rates of shopping cart abandonment. 
Localization will lead to happier global customers and higher conversions. 

How Do I Get Started? 
Gateways should make it possible for you to increase your 
payment transaction success by providing you with a single 
connection to banks all over the world (not just local banks). If 
you’re with the right gateway connecting to multiple banks 
should be as easy as a snap.


